Join the Trilliant Tokensale and start
earning from the crypto boom today
Trilliant – Going beyond the limits
of cryptocurrency ATMs
The Trilliant Fractional Ownership Program lets
everyone participate in the highly lucrative
cryptocurrency ATM business
Get your TRIL Tokens today and purchase Trilliant Fractional Ownership Units
Ownership Units allow you to acquire physical ownership of fractions
of cryptocurrency ATMS - with whole machines available to larger investors
Cryptocurrency ATMs are highly profitable Points-of-Sale with attractive
monthly return rates
Our team is working around the clock to create a product that we can feel
proud of, with a host of features to appear on a ATM for the first time
Trilliant to install and operate up to 500 ATMs in the lucrative European
market over the next 24 months
TRIL Token offers preferred access to purchasing ownership units
and owners enjoy great discounts on transaction fees
Tokensale funds will be used to purchase as many feature-heavy Trilliant
ATMs as possible, allowing our users a fresh market with plenty of produce
Our ATMs will be fully-loaded with futuristic features, including the ability
to participate in featured ICOs
Our world class team is experienced in the field, with expert advisors
from Gladius, DCorp, Wings, and Hosho
TRIL Tokensale Dates
Presale: Q3 2018
Main Sale: Q3 2018

TRIL Caps
Softcap: 1,5 Mio. USD
Hardcap: 20,0 Mio. USD

Trilliant Key Facts:
Focus on being the first licensed

Production Agreement with large-scale

First-class KYC/AML partnership

crypto ATM operator in Germany

banking ATM manufacturer Perto

with leading digital security firm Yoti
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Fractional Ownership Units let everyone
participate in the success of the Trilliant
business
Trilliant aims to push the lucrative world of cryptocurrency ATMs beyond
its current limits, with feature-heavy software and future-proofing
capabilities. Enjoying the benefits of the TRIL Token, owners can use
them to purchase Fractional Ownership Units and claim your stake
in one of our flagship ATMs.
Every single ATM that goes into operation will be divided into a certain
number of Fractional Ownership Units, starting at $100 each, which
will be sold on the Trilliant website.
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As new ATMs become available, they will be advertised on the Trilliant
website, much like music or film tickets.
Units will be offered in different package sizes, allowing both smaller
and larger investors to participate in the Trilliant program.
Do not give up your opportunity to invest in Trilliant... Here’s why:
In order to purchase Fractional Ownership Units, customers need to
spend TRIL Tokens, which give them amazing advantages and priority
over those customers paying with fiat money.
The best way to get TRIL Tokens is by participating in the Trilliant
Tokensale, where up to 38 million TRIL will be made available to the public.
The number of outstanding TRIL Tokens will be fixed after the Tokensale
and no more TRIL will ever be created. TRIL Tokens can also be spent
at Trilliant cryptocurrency ATMs in order to cover transaction fees.
These tokens will be burned, meaning that the number of outstanding
TRIL Tokens will decrease over time. As Trilliant continues to reinvest
profits into the production and acquisition of more ATMs and mining
hardware, the demand for TRIL will increase.

TRIL Token Distribution
Allocated during Tokensale:

78%

Management and Founders:

8%

Company

7%

Advisors:

4%

Airdrop:

1%

Wings.ai:

1%

TRIL Tokens let you:

Dcorp.it:

1%

Enjoy priority when purchasing Trilliant Fractional Ownership Units

Cover transaction fees at our ATMs and give you large discounts
with these fees

Access great discounts when getting your units on the Trilliant

Own a limited token of value in increasing demand and decreasing

Website

supply

Unit Return Calculator*
Number of active ATMs
Expected Monthly Revenue
2% Transaction Fee
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*Assumptions: ATMs with historical average revenue of 40k USD, of which 2% goes to Unit owners. The initial price per Fracional Ownership Unit is 100 USD.
Purchasing costs for one ATM is estimated at 10k USD.					
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